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DisclaimerDisclaimer

Th i f ti t i d i thi t ti i t t 21 A t 2009 l th iThe information contained in this presentation is current as at 21 August 2009 unless otherwise 
specified and is provided by Five Oceans Asset Management Pty Ltd (ABN 90 113 453 160 AFSL 
290540 (Five Oceans) and Challenger Managed Investments Limited ABN 94 002 835 592 AFSL 
234668 (Challenger). It is intended solely for licensed financial advisers and should not be passed on 
t t il li t t h it i i l d d t f th fi i l d i ’ d i t th li tto a retail client except where it is included as part of the financial adviser’s own advice to the client 
and is not accredited to Challenger. The information in this presentation should be regarded as 
general information only rather than advice. Reference to any company security is not a 
recommendation to buy. Any information provided or conclusions made do not take into account the 
i t t bj ti fi i l it ti ti l d f i t B f th t hinvestment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of an investor. Because of that, each 
person should, before acting on such information, consider its appropriateness, having regard to their 
objectives, financial situation and needs. 
Five Oceans is the Investment Manager for the Five Oceans Wholesale World Fund (ARSN 110 771 
474) (Fund). Offers of interests in the Fund are contained in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) 
issued by Challenger which is available on our website www.challenger.com.au. Investors should 
consider the PDS carefully before making any decision about a product. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance.



“Stable disequilibrium”Stable disequilibrium

Current account balances as % of global GDP

Source: Niall Ferguson, “Geopolitical consequences of the Credit Crunch”



Benefits of globalisation spent 
on immediate consumption

Source: ISI – Weekly Economic Report 17-11-08 p19



Funded in part by ChinaFunded in part by China

RMB deviation from PPP rate in %

Source: Datastream International Limited, Credit Suisse



Supply of credit effectively
dries up

Source: Bloomberg



World Trade Collapse…p
Down 39% annualised in 4th Qtr 2008



Inventory cycleInventory cycle

PMI inventories

Source: Datastream International 



In fact inventories fell a LOT 
more than retail sales
The gap between the fall in global IP and retail sales is higher than at any
point during the past decade

Source: Datastream International 



Fund Managers’ growth expectations & 
OECD leading indicator



Old versus new cycleOld versus new cycle

Old cycle
1. Fed cuts rates
2. Value of financial assets rises

This cycle
1. Fed cuts rates and prints money 
2. Value of financial assets rises2. Value of financial assets rises

3. US consumer and property rebound
4. US$ strengthens
5 Exports from Europe and ASIA

2. Value of financial assets rises
3. US consumer and property stalled
4. China stimulates
5 Chinese consumption expands5. Exports from Europe and ASIA 

pickup
6. Europe and Asia come out of 

recession lagging the US

5. Chinese consumption expands
6. Commodity prices rise
7. Income to commodity producers 

rise f nding inter regional traderecession lagging the US
7. End point… Fed raises rates

rise, funding inter-regional trade
8. US$ weakens
9. Exports from developed world pick 

up
10. World comes out of recession 

emerging markets leading
11. What is the end point?Source: Five Oceans Asset Management



StrengthsStrengths

• Emerging market growth is supported by combination of 
under-serviced domestic demand and cheap domestic 
capital reservescapital reserves 

• US housing and banking system stabilising with solid 
valuation and profitability supportvaluation and profitability support

• Leading indicators show exiting crisis 
• Corporate balance sheets strong margins and operating• Corporate balance sheets strong margins and operating 

margins have been resilient



Importance of Chinese domestic 
demand
China’s dominance likely to continue in 2010

Source: IMF, National Source, Global ECS Research Calculations



Rate of housing price decline vs 
what’s in the stress test



WeaknessesWeaknesses

• Monetary Aggregates
– Are we seeing any loan growth?

• US consumer likely to remain weak
• Unemployment still deteriorating 
• Any pick up in growth is likely to be held back by rises in 

input costs aka oil unproductive investment will be 
penalised if not by interest rates by oil pricespenalised if not by interest rates, by oil prices



Credit supply is still tightening 
though at a decreasing rate



OpportunitiesOpportunities

• Tech cycle
• Infrastructure spending to substitute excess consumption

– productive spending replaces immediate consumption
• Green Revolution  offer new growth engine funded by 

i billsavings on energy bills 
• Commodity boom to resume?



Tech product cycle revvingTech product cycle revving



ThreatsThreats

H t h i k t l b k b l h t• How to shrink central bank balance sheets
• Tackling government debt 
• China stimulus is transitory• China stimulus is transitory
• Chinese moves to bubble territory
• Inflation - commodity boom to resume• Inflation - commodity boom to resume
• Deflation
• Anti-business political backlash – is regulation bad?Anti business political backlash is regulation bad? 
• Government programmes undermine entrepreneurialism 

and sound asset allocation 
• Behavioural change in West; the new frugality
• Demographic – the aging population



US debt burden CBO 
projections
Future debt burden – debt held by public as % of GDP

Source: CBO Estimate



Deflation risk
Capacity utilisation in the US



Inflation Risk
But look at capacity utilisation in energy…



US monetary supplyUS monetary supply



Behavioural changeg
The new frugality?



Market valuation fair…
But we never got to cheap

Super cycles in valuations

Source: BLS, Standard & Poor’s, Robert Shiller; Morgan Standley Research



Corporate structural profitability 
remains strong
Trailing ROE: MSCI EM vs MSCI World, 1992-2008

Source: MSCI, FactSet, Morgan Stanley Research



Valuation and the Banks
End of 2007 Bank of America trading at a 
significant discount to US Bancorp on PE

USB vs BAC PER 2004 to Dec 2007 USB vs BAC Relative Price Performance 2006 
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Financials’ Profits at 
unsustainable levels



Earnings momentum turning 
positive
12 month forward earnings estimates are now rising

Source: Datastream International



Equity weightings are relatively 
low



“Buy humiliation?”Buy humiliation?

S&P Rolling 10-yrs annualized monthly returns since 1926, %

Source: Banc of America Securities – Merrill Lynch



Cyclical vs structural changeCyclical vs structural change

• Was the crisis just another cyclical peak, a cyclical 
bubble, with mean reversion or is it a long cycle or 
structural change where there is no mean reversal?structural change where there is no mean reversal?

• Is Asia exhibiting a cyclical pattern versus the west 
which is secular?which is secular? 
– Consensus runs along these lines…



Strategies in times of massive 
change?

Fi d h G i h i k i• Find the Genius who picks it or…
• Acknowledge a complex system with tipping points – adjust 

tacticallyy
– Be aware of the possibility of disequilibrium over certain time 

frames 
H it t dj t iti h f th– Have capacity to adjust your positions when some of those 
tipping points are hit

– Buy insurance when its cheap y p
– Buy stocks when they are cheap and sell when they’re 

expensive rather than making the big call
K h t b t i– Know when to be contrarian….

• Expensive is always dangerous, cheap is not always a lead indicator



Beyond greenshootsBeyond greenshoots
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